
Abbey Road
by Mitch Simpson

The music department is rehearsing for its upcoming musical, Abbey  Road. It  is run 
by  Mr. E and Ms. Heagle, assisted by  Reuel Dartey. The musical will encompass all the 
songs on The Beatles' album, Abbey Road.

The Beatles were perhaps one of the 
most famous bands in music history, with 

their immense popularity  peaking back in 
the 1960s. They  produced countless pieces 
of music, have been inspirations for many, 
and have had a huge influence on popular 
culture today. Abbey  Road was produced 

and released in 1969, and is regarded as one 
of the greatest  albums of all time.  Some of 
its more well-known songs include “Come 
Together”, “Maxwell's Silver Hammer”, 
“Here Comes the Sun”, and “Because”.

Mr. E’s show  will feature singers, 
guitarists,  drums, keyboards, bass players, 
concert instruments, and dancers; all  our  very  own WCSS students. The singers are 
coached by  Ms. Heagle, and those playing musical instruments are helped by  Mr. E. 
Each song has been arranged by  Mr. E, and three of the songs will have dance routines 

performed by  the dancers. I will also mention the tech crew, because we can't forget 
their great contribution! 

The team  is currently  working on the musical, and it's sure to be extraordinary. 
Showtimes are May  12  and 13  at 7:00PM. So let's all Come Together  and enjoy  the 
show!
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Habitat For Humanity
by Georgina Marsh

Four  hours in  a car and thirty-six hours on  a  train,  to visit  somewhere that  five years ago was a 
swampy, messy  puddle of a city. With Habitat for  Humanity  in Bay  St.  Louis is where we spent  our 
March break, and were we ever surprised by what we found.

Weary  and in desperate need of a shower when we arrived at  the dormitory, we headed over to 
Orientation just  as we set our bags down inside the door of our cozy  single room. We were told a few 

stories by  locals who lived in Bay  St. Louis their whole life and given T-shirts, then  we trooped back to 
our rooms to rest for the build day ahead of us. 

We had to be on the construction site by  eight o’clock in the morning, with breakfast starting at 
seven. We were advised to come early  to make a packed lunch for the construction site, as we only  had 
an hour  for lunch break. When we first  arrived, everyone was quiet and lethargic; hardly  a  crowd you 

would want building a  house. We met up with our  Foreman Dan (who happened to be incredibly  tan, 
setting himself up for  oodles of rhyming jokes) and he told us exactly  what we would be doing  that 
day. We were then split into groups. 

Our Church group, along with some university  students from Hood College in  Maryland, was 
working on a duplex for  two elderly  people. We quickly  discovered that we were the youngest group, 

with  Kerin and I being only  fifteen while the rest  of the volunteers were mostly  college or university 
students. As the week progressed, however, we proved that age really  is just  a number, and made 
friends with a number of the other teenagers there. We became “Honorary  Americans”  in  the process 
and handed out some Canada pins to those we deemed worthy of being “Honorary Canadians”. 

As our  time in  Mississippi flew by, we took the time to spend our  evenings in New Orleans and 

explore the local town we (temporarily) lived in. We were close to the Gulf of Mexico, and seeing the 
gigantic pile of leftover  garbage that had not been cleared just  sitting in the middle of the water was 
like a  huge monument nobody  can forget. Kerin and I both  experienced a gigantic epiphany  while we 
helped rebuild the Bay-Waveland area, and it  was the realization of how much we both have while 
others are hanging by a thread, or simply thankful we came down to help.

The duplex  was nearly  finished on the exterior when we left, with the paneling ready  to go on the 
outside of the house. We can’t wait to see what it looks like when we return.

(To find out more about the program Kerin and Georgina, as well as Grade 11  Kassie Dusome, did, 
visit: http://www.habitatbaywaveland.org/About_main.html)
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COLOPHON
Editors: Christopher Smith, Fiona Dobrik

The big cheese: Mr. Belché
Thank you to all our fabulous writers who pulled this issue together in record time!

We would also l ike to thank Dunrobin Meat and Grocer for sponsoring 

today’s Cam Harvey Memorial Rugby Tournament!

http://www.habitatbaywaveland.org/About_main.html
http://www.habitatbaywaveland.org/About_main.html


Building A School In Nicaragua 
by Shannon Bedford

This March, six  West Carleton students traveled to Nicaragua for  the trip of a  lifetime. Sam and 
Lindsay  Green; Ryan and Allie Howie; and Matt and Drew Morash spent their  March  break making a 
difference. The Echo sat down with Drew and Sam to get the full scoop on their trip. 

1. What was your trip all about; why did you go to Nicaragua?

Drew: “We went to build a  school in Nicaragua with our church youth group. But we were also 

there to be a positive influence for  the kids there.  We played with them  and told them  how 
important it was to get an education.”

2. What made you want to go to Nicaragua?

Sam: “Mark, our Reverend, told us about the trip which was run by  SchoolBox, a charity  based 
out of Almonte. A church in Almonte recommended it and it sounded like a lot of fun.”   

3. What was the most surprising thing about Nicaragua?

Drew: “It was surprising seeing how they  lived, and how they  did everything by  hand. The 

people had almost nothing but were so happy and grateful.”

Sam: “I was surprised by  how easy  it  was to communicate, even though  we didn’t speak the 
same language.”  

4. What did the people there think of you?

Sam: “The kids were pretty shy at first, but soon everyone loosened up and was so friendly.”

Drew: “They  were so happy  that people cared about them; the adults were so grateful for  the 

future that we helped provide for their kids.” 

5. What was the most memorable moment? 

Sam: “For  me it was playing with the kids.  We play  soccer by  the same rules and played 
Nicaragua VS Canada.  We brought them  jerseys and a ball  and the boys wore their jerseys 
every single day!” 

Drew: “The most memorable moment for me was walking through the slums. It was violent, 

dangerous, and poor, and we had to walk with a police escort. I’ve never been so afraid in my 
life.” 

6. What did you learn and how did it change your life?

Drew: “I learned how far  a dollar  can go, from  our  standards that school was inexpensive to 
build but it made such a difference for the students there.”B
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Interview With Chiara Romeo
by Sereen Akel

Italy. Home of the Leaning  Tower of Pisa, Leonardo da  Vinci, and Lady  Gaga (a.k.a. Stefani 
Joanne Angelina Germanotta). This year, West Carleton Secondary  School is pleased to host  Chiara 
Romeo, a foreign exchange student in grade 10 from Ladispoli, Italy; “a few miles away from Rome!”.

1. So how long have you been in Canada for?

“I’ve been here since the end of August 2010,  and I’ll  be staying in Canada till the end of the 

school year.”

2. How are you enjoying WCSS?

“I really  like it  here! I especially  like the lockers.  We don’t have lockers in my  school back 
home. I also really  like the spirit days and the events in the cafeteria! They  are very  fun! I really 
enjoyed PJ day, especially!”

3. What is the most surprising thing you’ve seen/heard?

“I once wanted to go on a run around my  host family’s neighborhood. They  warned me to be 

careful because there are bears around! I was really  surprised! I am also surprised to see snow. 
Winters in Ladispoli are “green” so it  was really  amazing for me to see snow. I love the cold 
weather! I was also surprised by  how nice Canadians are! Like, everyone holds the door open 
for everyone, and you all say  ‘please’ and ‘thank you’.  We don’t  get that kind of polite attitude a 
lot in my school (laughs).”

Sam: “The trip changed my  view on education. We are so lucky  here, we get to take the bus to 

school instead of walking and we have a guaranteed education – not everyone is so lucky.”  

7. Thanks so much guys, it sounds like an amazing trip. Any closing comments? 

Drew: “If you  have the chance, go on a  trip like that.  We both definitely  support anyone who 
wants to go on the Kenya trip next year, those kinds of trips will change your life.”

Sam: “Yeah, and if you have any questions feel free to come and talk to us!”

A March Break trip to a foreign country  where you can change lives sounds like an amazing 

experience, and here at West Carleton you can have that experience. Next year  the Social Justice club 
is helping to organize a  Me to We trip to Kenya.  This eleven day  trip will allow you  to learn Swahili, 
stay  in the Maasai Mara nature reserve and most importantly, you will get  to build a school and make 
a difference in someone’s life! Any  students interested in the Kenya trip next year  should see Ms. 
Loughry or Mr. Kauk for more information. 



4. How does your school differ from West?

“There are a lot of differences. For us, we have eight to ten subjects everyday  in high  school, all 

through  out the year, while here in West, you only  have four  subjects a  day. I also have verbal 
quizzes where I go up to the blackboard and the teacher asks me a  question, and I have to 
answer it in front of the whole classroom! But, you stay  with your class for  the whole year  so 
it’s not  too embarrassing since they  are your friends. Also, we don’t move from one classroom 
to another. The teachers do that. Our school is also much smaller than West,  and we have no 

final exams. Instead we have one giant exam  at  the end of our  high school years. Instead of 
four years, we have five years of high school, but three months of summer vacation. The one 
other difference I found surprising was the relationship between students and the teachers.  In 
my  school, students show a  lot of respect with  their teachers but here in West,  you talk to your 
teachers like they are your friends! It’s very nice!”

5. Were there any misconceptions about Canada that you’d heard in Italy before coming here?

“I’m going to admit that my  friends told me that you all live in igloos here [laughs]! And I was 
wondering if my  host family  really  was going to put me in an igloo or  if they  lived in a real one. 
Also, I was told there was a lot of snow, but that excited me! I really wanted to see snow!”

6. Why did you choose to come to Canada?

“Mainly, because of the cold weather  [laughs]! I was studying English and was given the choice 
between England, America and Canada. I knew that England wasn’t  a very  cold, snowy  place 

and I didn’t know where they  would put me if I chose America. I didn’t want to go to a warm 
place because I was tired of the warm  weather! So I chose Canada because I knew no matter 
where I went, I would see even a little bit of snow during the winter.”

7. Was it hard to learn English?

“I’d been learning it since I was young but I still didn’t  know a lot of words even when I came to 
Canada. Sometimes, when I hurt myself,  either on my  arms or legs, instead of saying, “I hurt 

my arm!” I would say, “I hurt my-” and point to my arm because I didn’t know the word!”

8. What was it like before you left for Canada? What was the reaction from your friends and family?

“It  was sad to say  goodbye to my  friends and especially  my  parents! I didn’t want to cry 
because they  would start crying. But my  dad said he was proud of me and I was really  happy 
about that! He believes that  learning  English is very  important for my  future. I really  wanted to 
make him, and my mom, proud.”

9. Is there anything you’re going to tell your friends and family when you get back?

“Well, first,  I’m  going to tell them that you all don’t live in igloos [laughs]! And I’m  also going 
to mention how  friendly  and kind Canadians are! I was really  impressed by  how everyone was 
so polite. Also, I’ll probably be taking back some maple syrup [laughs]!”O
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10. Is there some sort of advice you’d like to give to someone interested in doing this kind of foreign 
exchange program?

“Be brave and don’t  be shy! I was really  shy  when I got here, but as I talked to people, I got to 

have more fun! Always talk to people, even if you don’t know how to speak the language that 
well!”

Thanks so much to Chiara Romeo for this interview! I hope you  enjoy  the rest of your year here at 
West and in Canada!
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The Coexist Club
by Hayat Omar and Jasmine Mander

Promoting unity  in  our community, that is what this club is all about. Coexist has been able to 
accomplish this flourishingly  during its short existence and continues to strive to do better  each day. 
It’s not to be confused with other similar clubs here at  West also having a positive impact in our 
society  like the Link Crew, or Social Justice Club. However, its history  may  have caused some 
puzzlement, so let’s sort this out shall we? 

Think about it  as the offspring of the previous “Hug Club” led by  Ms. Dickson Rothwell,  and Ms. 
Mills’ “Diversity  Club”. Both teachers and students saw similarities in their  blossoming organizations 
so they  decided to join forces.  And so a  new club was born! The room  was packed at it’s first ever 
meeting and after some negotiation as to its new name; the club began making an impact 
immediately. 

They’ve organized and run numerous events, activities, informative announcements,  and spirit 
days. You may  recall the hugely  successful cupcake sale or when they  teamed up with Social Justice 
Club to start  up the Halloween of Hunger food drive last October. Then there’s Kindness Week, the 
White Ribbon Campaign, Pink Day,  and even the World Map hall display. Not  to mention the 
numerous outside-of-school events and conferences that  the club makes trips to now  and then. A big 

upcoming event is the first  ever Cultural Fair  at West! The club continues to be run by  Mrs.  Robinson 
in  Ms. Mills’ temporary  absence and usually  meets at lunch on Wednesdays’. The club is also placing 
orders for their  very  own T-shirts and anyone can make a purchase, so come by  a meeting and help 
support Coexist! New members are always welcome; especially  if they  would like to contribute in  any 
way to the cultural fair, so listen closely for announcements and join the crew!

At the Fair,  students from each country  will be presenting their cultures, traditions, the national 
flag, and food to the school. Whether the students of the Coexist  Club wear their traditional clothing 
is a  surprise. Regardless, music will be playing, different cultures will be displayed and it’s sure to be a 
lot of fun! If you ask us it’s like a journey around the world, without the traveling. 

This event gives us a chance to demonstrate the unique cultural diversity  of West Carleton. Ms. 

Robinson, currently  the head coordinator, states; "We hope that the Cultural Fair will help to promote 
the understanding of other cultures and will also expose the values of the Coexist Crew."

Join the Coexist Crew on  April 29 to be part of a  journey  around the world, and make this fantastic 
adventure become a great experience, with tons of memories to share in the future. See you there!



The Student Survey
by Sarah Walker

It  is easily  one of the most controversial topics of this year, and it’s fast approaching: the student 
survey. Originally  scheduled for  November  and December  of 2010, it  was postponed until late this 
May. What was the reason for this delay? It was mainly  due to the privacy  issues the Board wasn’t 
clear  about. Then, as more and more people started to learn of the content, a new controversy  started 
to arise. Many  people would be fine with  answering a few anonymous questions about  their 

neighborhood or even their grades or opinions, but what if the questions went a little deeper? This 
survey  goes beyond what most consider acceptable and asks questions about race, religion, sexual 
orientation and gender identity. 

Around West, a majority  of the student population has yet to be educated about this survey  as the 
standard response was either “I really  don’t  care”  or “I haven’t  taken this survey”. Those who did 

know what the survey  was about, however, had some strong opinions. Grade 12  student Jasmine 
Goodridge said, “I feel it’s important to ask questions to help us. If they  don’t have answers, they 
won’t know what’s wrong.”  Giving a similar  sentiment, grade 10 student Holly  Brown said, “[The 
student survey] is good because you can get to know  the students and hear  opinions that otherwise 
wouldn’t have been able to be expressed.”

Although some think this is a good idea, not all share the same opinion. Grade 12  student, Jessica 
Dezenosky  said,  “I think it’s a good idea in theory,  but in the end, I think they’re going to try  to 
achieve too much, and end up getting little done.”  Grade 11  student Lyndsay  Clouthier, in opposition 
of the survey,  said, “I don’t think you should have to write your whole life down on a piece of paper 
just  so a school official can look at it  and go ‘check’.”  Similarly, Grade 9  Tom Carnegie expressed, “It's 

creepy! Why  should they  need to know  all that? It’s way  too personal.”   As you can see, there are many 
sides to consider before making a decision in participating in the survey.  The question is, what will 
you do? 
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Attack Ads
by Elizabeth Nelson

As election time gears up, so too does the onslaught  of door-to-door canvassing, election signs 
and...attack ads?

We have all experienced it: the commercial that comes on,  states that it has an important message 
from a running party  and promptly  bashes their opposition. It  seems childish, the idea that one team 
has to trash talk another to get  your vote.  Should it not be a  party’s strong policies and good 

leadership that prompt you to vote for them? Vague questions about the parties past  actions, "Where 
did your taxes really  go?", and "Are they  really  telling you  the truth?", all make the viewer assume the 
worst about the targeted party. 

One of the earliest and most well known examples of attack ads was the extremely  successful 
targeting of Barry  Goldwater by  Lyndon Johnson in 1964. Even though the ad was only  shown once it 

contributed to the overwhelming poll success of Johnson. The ad depicted a young girl picking daisies, 
a man’s voice counted down and the image changed from that of the innocent girl to that of a 
mushroom cloud. The fact that this ad came in the middle of the Cold War was the key  to its success. 
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Where Did The Easter Bunny Really Come From?
by Morgan Jackson

What do you think of when you hear  the word “Easter”? Besides the religious aspect of it, it also 
usually  conjures up images of rabbits, brightly  coloured eggs, yummy  chocolate and all things spring. 
The rabbit and coloured eggs that we commonly  associate with  Easter  have to do with the goddess 
Eostre. Eostre is recognized by  many  other names including: Ostare, Ostara, Ostern,  Eostra, Eostre, 
Eostur, Eastra, Eastur, Austron and Ausos.

Eostre was known as the lighthearted goddess whose control of the Earth  would start in  the 
spring, when the Sun King would venture across the sky, bringing an end to winter. She would come 
down to the Earth, emerging as a dazzling woman with a basket of vibrant coloured eggs and her 
magical animal companion. The animal which accompanied her on her journey  was a magical hare. 
While on earth, her  job was to return life to all the dying plants and flowers along with hiding the eggs 

throughout the fields and pastures of the land. 
It  was the Germans who were the first  to celebrate the bunny  as an Easter symbol in the 1500s.  It 

was also in Germany  that the first  Easter  Bunny  treats were made. Back then,  in the 1800s, they 
weren’t made out  of chocolate and gummy  candy  like they  are now, however. They  were typically 
made out  of pastry  and sugar. It was then in the 1700s that this unique tradition was introduced to 

other places around the world. 
By  the 1900s the Easter Hare transformed into the Easter Rabbit and eventually  became what we 

know it today as being the Easter Bunny. 
This tradition undertook other  transformations.  For instance, the children no longer  hid nests for 

their Easter eggs to be put in, but instead they  began to create baskets to carry  the eggs that they 

would hunt for  and retrieve. The eggs would usually  be wrapped in a  gold leaf,  or  if you were of a 
lower  class such as a  peasant,  they  would instead be coloured brightly  by  taking the eggs and boiling 
them  with colourful leaves or flower petals. Either way, it has been since ancient  times that the rabbit 
symbolizes fertility, rebirth, and the abundance of life, which is evident to us all each year as spring 
rolls around.

The rampant fear  of nuclear  war  among the population and its association with Goldwater’s name was 

the deciding factor that won Johnson the election. 
The goal of attack ads is to provoke the ‘fight or  flight’ response in the viewer, aiming at ‘scaring’ 

them  into voting  for  the sponsoring party. Though negative campaigning can produce a  backlash for 
the sponsor, it has been shown in many  cases that  attack ads serve their  purpose and can benefit the 
success of the sponsoring party in an election.     

To me the pursuit seems juvenile. In a  previous Maclean’s opinion article Andrew Coyne noted, 
"The whole profession is degraded, to the point that people tune out politics altogether.  The 
comparison has been made before: if the airlines ran attack ads savaging each others safety  records, 
nobody would fly on any of them." (January 15, 2010, Macleans.ca)

Maybe our government representatives should take the energy  and resources that go into 

producing attack ads and, instead of teasing each other on the playground, use them  to benefit  the 
people and the country as a whole. Harper, Ignatieff, Layton-it's time to play together nicely.  

http://Macleans.ca/
http://Macleans.ca/

